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The Upgrade of the ALICE experiment will take place in 2019-2020 during the second Long Shutdown 
(LS2) of the LHC. The physics motivation for running beyond the LS2 includes precise studies of heavy 
flavor and charmonia at low pT and low-mass dileptons. The goal for the upgraded ALICE is to increase 
the collected statistics by ~one order of magnitude.

The upgrade requires a new Fast Interaction Trigger (FIT) covering forward rapidity region and providing 
the following functionality [1]: 

џ vertex determination with ~cm precision at trigger level;

џ precise collision time for TOF-based PID;

џ multiplicity, centrality and reaction plane for Pb-Pb collisions;

џ online luminosity monitoring.
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 T0+: two arrays of Cherenkov modules
comprised of  optically coupled quartz radiators
to microchannel plate PMTs (MCP-PMTs). 
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p-p mode p-Pb mode Pb-Pb mode

Average collision frequency [2] 200 kHz 200 kHz 50 kHz

Integrated luminosity [2]
-16 pb -150 nb -113 nb

Expected number of collisions [3]
114*10 1110 111.1*10

Total radiation load [4]

11.3 krad of Total ionizing dose, 
11 2

3.2*10  1 MeV-n /cm , eq

2145 kHz/cm  hadrons E>20 MeV

Average anode current per quadrant 0.11 μA/q. 0.36 μA/q. 1.63 μA/q.
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Simulated load capacity

Requirements to the sensors performance (lifetime, dynamic range in terms of 
amplitude and anode current) are determined mainly by the particle load. MC 
simulations give the following distribution of charged particles across the area of the 
T0+ detector in Pb-Pb collisions at 5 TeV:
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Photosensors for the T0+ Cherenkov arrays are 
among the most critical parts of FIT. They have to:

џ  Be radiation hard;

џ  Operate in a magnetic field up to 0.5 T;

џ Achieve picosecond time resolution and 
~nanosecond time delay;

џ Be thinner than ~5 cm;

џ Have a wide dynamic range (possible 
instanteneous signal intensities from 1 to 
260 MIPs);

џ Have a large active area;
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џ Tolerate IAC up to ~1 C/cm .

Photonis Planacon XP85012/A1-Q multianode MCP-
PMT, customized by FIT group, is the only 
photodetector on the market meeting all these 
requirements.
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Prototypes of FIT Cherenkov module were extensively 
tested at CERN PS. A typical experimental setup used at PS 
is shown below. It consists of two MCP-PMT assemblies, a 
pair of trigger detectors (time resolution ~30 ps), and an XY-
detector:

џ  (2 cm quartz 1 MIP results in ~290 photoelectrons 
radiators + 2 mm quartz entrance window).

џ   chosen for 10 mV/MIP signals.41.5*10  gain

џ   was obtained for each of the σ=13 ps time resolution
tested modules:

џ   Pulse amplitude linearity of each quadrant of a sample MCP-PMT (#9002059, 15 MOhm 
MCP resistance)  at the default covers the required 1:260 amplitude dynamic range
gain.

џ   The device also operates linearly (<10% gain drop) at high rates for average anode 
current up to ~4 μA/quadrant (e.g. up to 120 kHz of 50 MIP pulses). 

Performance of photosensors
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џ R&D on the FIT detector is nearly completed;

џ FIT T0+ detector module is capable of reaching 13 ps time resolution and has linear response function in the 
required dynamic range;

џ FIT fulfills the requirements of the default ALICE running scenario;

џ There is a sufficient safety margin in the estimates of the photosensors anode current limit and lifetime to 
allow also for the alternative running scenario (although, additional tests will still be performed).
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Photo of the modified 
MCP-PMT

MCP-PMT linearity is limited mainly by the resistance of the microchannel plates [5] - for the 
bulk MCP-PMT purchase .12-22 MOhm resistance range was chosen

A dedicated ageing study  was performed for a sample MCP-PMT up to . 20.5 C/cm  IAC

≥20% decrease negligible value  in the PMT response function was observed, which is a 
due to:

џ ~x3 margin in quantum efficiency (number of photoelectrons per MIP should be ≥100 for 
good timing);

џ  ~x70 margin in MCP-PMT gain 6 (all Planacons are operable at 10  gain).

The test will be continued.

In the alternative running scenario (now under consideration), the collision rate will reach 1MHz in p-p 
and p-Pb modes -1 -1 and the integrated luminosity will reach 250 pb  and 1 pb , correspondingly. In this case, 

2IAC could reach 2.3 C/cm  and the average anode current - 1.8 A/q.μ

Light sensors for the Fast Interaction 
Trigger for the upgrade of ALICE

Each MCP-PMT has 8x8 
anodes grouped into 4 
quadrants corresponding to 
4 radiators optically coupled 
to the entrance window. 

One MCP-PMT operates as 
4 independent channels.

FIT detector overview
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џ In Pb-Pb collisions the  yields an average anode average expected load of 50 MIPs/quadrant/collision
current of 1.6 A/quadrant;μ

џ The Total Integrated Anode Charge (IAC) will range from 20.03 C/cm  for the peripheral sensors up to 
20.59 C/cm  for the central sensors;

џ The maximum particle load for central collisions will be .260 MIPs/collision/quadrant

V0+: 5 rings of composite plastic scintillator 
each comprised of 8 sectors; photon readout by 
fine-mesh PMTs through clear fibers.

 Time resolution ~200 ps.

Motivation
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